Abslracr-This paper suggests sufficient conditions for asymptotically stable dynamical output feedback controller design based on the circle criferion. It is shown that a dynamic nutput feedback stabilization problem with impending problems of finite escape time, preriously attacked by observer-based design, can be successfully solred using circle criterion design. Stability of the closed-loop system is global and robust to parameter uncertainty.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stabilizing a nonlinear system by output feedback is often a difficult problem. Equipped with a range of available asymptotic (robust) stability criteria, one could try to design a dynamical output feedback controller so that the closed loop system satisfies one of these stability criteria. This simple idea sometimes leads to a problem that could be solved, hut quite often it results in a problem that is intractable. This paper is devoted to the discussion of dynamic output feedback and the circle criterion, as a stability test for the closed loop system 161, 191. One of standard initial ideas for controlling dynamical system by output feedback is based on the separarion principle, that is, one needs to find a stabilizingfill-srure feedback controller and to determine an observer with asymptotically stable error dynamics; an output controller is then chosen to coincide with the derived frillstare feedback controller where instead of the unmeasured true states of the dynamical system, the system states are substituted by observer states. This approach includes three steps4esign of afull-srate controller, observer design, analysis of the closed loop system-where well-known stability criteria, like the circle criterion, could be applied to conclude stability. Indeed, one could use this test for checking stability of the system with afull-state feedback controller; or use it for checking that a panicular structure of an observer results in stable error dynamics; or use this test at the final point to verify that the closed-loop system derived via certainty equii:u/ence principle is stable. These arguments have been used for checking stability via the circle criterion of error dynamics for an observer [l], [21.
The main contribution of this paper comes from the observation that for the large class of systems treated in 111, 
where A,, cj are real constants to be defined. With such a controller, the dynamics of the closed loop system are
One can easily check that the nonlinearity w of !?q. (4) and the linear virtual output of the closed loop system (4)
satisfies a passivity relationship for any q, x2, z Re{C(jwb -(A0 + E X j A i ) ) -l B ) < 0 (7)
holds for any w E IR+, the negative real notation convention being used in the inequality (7); 
The validity of thefrequency condition leads to the two cases a) if the parameters (9) are so that The red area corresponds lo XI and c3 that satisfy the constraints then (7) is equivalent to the inequalities
b) Otherwise, ( 7 ) is equivalent to the inequalities
2) The condition for the matrix (A0 + C ALA,) to be strictly Hunvitz is equivalent to the i&$alities
The set of parameters (9) satisfying the constraints ( I O t ( 1 3 )
is not empty. It can be checked that the vector (xl, x2, x3, x4, cl, c3) = (-5, -2, -7, -3 . 2 , i ) (14) belongs to this set. This means that for this choice of the controller parameters (9), the corresponding BMI ( Figure 1 shows approximation for a set of parameters X 1 and cs that correspond to stabilizing controller provided that the rest of (9) have the nominal value (14). To illustrate an advantage of the solution based on solvability of BMI (6) vs. the design via certainty equivalence principle, let us include parametric uncertainty in the system. Consider the system (1) with uncertainty factor E in front of the 
Y = 21 (16)
Suppose that the nominal value E O for E is chosen as EO = 1 and the dynamical stabilizing controller (3) with the parameters (14) has been designed as discussed above. Then, the closed-loop system is 0 1 0
The key passivity relation between the nonlinearity w in (17) and the linear output U = 221 -22 + z does not hold unless E has its nominal value. But for this case one can introduce a new linear output of the system (17) such as
Checliing the circle criterion for this quadratic constraint reveals some allowed bounds for E . Sfatenlent I : Consider the nonlinear system (15) with the dynamical controller (3) with the parameters X i , c j as in (14), that designed to stabilize the system (15) then the closed loop system ( 1 3 , (3) remains globally asymptotically stable. In other words, the controller (3) with the parameters Xi, c3 as in (14) robustly stabilizes (15).
Figures 2 and 3 show the response of the system (15), (3) for E = 0.243 and E = 1 with the same initial conditions. It Then, the passivity relution between w and U,,, holds is important to realize that this uncertainty cannot be treated in the certainty equivalence design arguments elaborated in [I]: for each new value of parameter E, one need to change the observer! Therefore, the value of E should be known precisely. Furthermore, the interval of an allowed uncertainty for the constant parameter E derived in Statement 1, could he approximated for any stabilizing controllers determined by relations (l0)-(13) , where one could be interested in enlarging the allowed uncertainty range (Fig. 4) where z E IR'" is a vector of internal states of the controller; X i and cl are constants; and Az-A4, C3 are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The controller (19) differs from (3) by number of internal states, and they coincide when m = 1. Again, the closed-loop system (I), (2), (19) could be analyzed via the circle criterion with the quadratic constraint ( 5 ) where 
MAIN RESULTS

A. Problem Formuhiion and Preliminary Comments
Consider a nonlinear contml system of the form 
2) the matrix A is ~trictly Hunvitz.
As known, these conditions are equivalent to the fact that there exists the (n + 1 ) x (n + I ) matrix P = Pr > 0 so that A T P + P A + 'riCTIIiiC1 < 0, 
B. SuJJicient Conditions for BMI Solvability (3s)
To formulate the main result, we need to postulate some additional properties of the system (20). Assumption 4: A feedback controller
with some matrices K1, K2, and I<a renders the closedloop system (ZO), (37) asymptotically stable. Furthermore this asymptotic stability can be verified from the circle criterion applied to the quadratic constraint in Assumption 3 for matrices I<], K2, K n such that 1) The frequency condition holds V w E R+, i.e., I<, 'When the inequality degenerates at w = +CO, the strict inequality should hold in a limit if the matrix is multiplied by a factor 3. 2 ) The matrix (A33 -QA23) is strictly Hunvitz. should not be scalar, hut it seems that such generality would obscure the main contribution of the paper. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it was shown that a dynamic output feedback stabilization problem with impending problems of finite escape time, previously attacked by observer-based design, can be successfully solved using circle criterion design. Stability of the closed-Imp system is global and robust to parameter uncertainty.
